TILLAMOOK COUNTY REWITNESS # 737

DATE: 14/13
SEC: 1/4
COR: E 14

1/4
W 13

HISTORICAL:

GLO PG 17 4S10 SET FIR POST ±18

Blk. Pg. 53 324-326 A-2302
MAPS A-1637

B526

CONDITION

FOUND: 1" IRON PIPE PLUGGED STACKED

FD. DECAYED STAMP 36" FIR N42°W 70 LK3. GLO PG 17
FD. SCREED MARKS MELLEK 56" FIR N 88°E 52 LK5. GLO PG 17
FD. WITH SCREEDING 30" SPRUCE N14°W 42°E FACE UNRECORDED
FD. WITH Scribing  20" HEMLOCK N68°E 43°E FACE UNRECORDED

COMMENTS:

REWITNESS

1 SET 2" IRON PIPE 3" BRASS CAP IN 10" TILE AND CEMENT (OVER)

FOUND 2" IRON PIPE 84" Hat Section SOUTH 12 FEET

NEW ACCESSORY:

* SCRIBED CS ON UNRECORDED GTG (SEE OTHER SIDE)

COMMENTS: THIS CORNER IS LOCATED ± 10' NORTH OF AN OLD ROAD AND ± 3' NORTH OF AN OLD FENCE WHICH RUNS ± E-W AND ± 10' WEST OF A FENCE WHICH RUNS ± NORTH

IN THE PRESENCE OF:

Gale Arthur, Dan McNutt, & Kevin Dunn

DATE: 12-16-75
PHOTO: NWO-B 10-41

* = County corner tag affixed.